As of August 2004, all manuscripts submitted to International Orthopaedics will be exclusively handled electronically and online. All authors are from now on asked to submit their manuscripts online, and the Editorial Office and the reviewers will retrieve the manuscripts online. The authors will receive notification of the publication decision and reviewers' comments online, they will resubmit their manuscript online, and the final accepted paper will be forwarded to the publisher online.
There are several benefits that go along with this new mode of electronic processing. Some of these benefits have the authors of International Orthopaedics profited from since the journal started accepting manuscripts via email several years ago. Now, submitting a manuscript has become more user-friendly and even easier, and one will receive an acknowledgement instantly.
International Orthopaedics already has a short decision and production time. With the new system, the time from submission until decision might be even shorter. When the new system has been fully implemented, no doubt the production time-from acceptance till publication-will be even shorter than the 4-7 months, which we currently have.
The new system makes it also possible for editors and authors to follow manuscripts through the various pathways and to locate keyholes obstructing a smooth passage. I am convinced that especially this possibility of following your manuscript is a parameter on which journals might compete and in which future authors will pay great interest.
The new manuscript tracking system is called ManuscriptCentral and was developed by ScholarOne. In its basis it is a database as many systems were before this. ScholarOne has, however, been able to produce a stable system and include a great number of time-reducing facilities. From the perspective of an old editor with many years in the business, this system is by far the most advanced. The system was selected by Springer-Verlag, and International Orthopaedics is one of several journals that will benefit from this new achievement.
Logging on to the Web site is simple: go online and point your browser to http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/io. The Web site has been optimized for Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.x and Netscape 7.x and above, and you must have Java installed in order to submit a manuscript. If you are using an older version, you can download the necessary versions directly from the "Instructions and Forms" on the log-in page. The free utility Acrobat Reader is also a must-at least for reviewers, unless you prefer to view manuscripts only in HTML.
The first time you visit the Web site, you will have to create your account. Your e-mail address is used as your User-ID, and having completed the instructions on-screen, a password is mailed to you instantly. Should you next time have forgotten your password, you can press the button "Forgot your Password" and get immediate help following the instructions on the screen.
Having logged in, you are able to submit a manuscript. You must type the title of your manuscript and also copy and paste the abstract in the designated field. Manuscript files and figures are all uploaded and converted to PDF files and HTML. Before submitting your files, you will have to view the converted files. Then you can submit, and you will receive a printable acknowledgement on the screen.
Reviewers are invited by e-mail, and the invitation includes the abstract of the manuscript to be reviewed. Should the reviewer forget to answer he or she will automatically receive a reminder after a few days. Having defined in the setup of the system what delay is accepted, the system will automatically remind and warn not only reviewers but editors as well. So for the "laissez-faire" type of person, it will be hard! The Editorial Board is convinced that International Orthopaedics with the new Online System again is in front in scientific publication, and we look forward to receiving your manuscripts.
